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Basic Diffuser Design by Dan Bond and Johnny Doo



INTRODUCTION



The cooling drag of an aircaft engine often requires a major portion of the total engine output. It can range from 30% in the case of a very poor installation1 to near 10% for a well designed system. The total cooling drag can be as little as 5% for racing applications. There are 3 basic mechanisms for the development of cooling drag, not all of which are intuitive. The relative sizes of these drag components are shown in Figure 1.
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Momentum drag results from changing the relative velocity of the cooling air. When a mass of stationary air is taken into the inlet it picks up some energy from the airplane. As it passes through the exit it continues to move in the same direction as the airplane, al-
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though slower. The force needed to accelerate the air from rest to its new velocity is called Momentum Drag. Pressure drag results from increasing the pressure on the inlet or decreasing it on the exit. The magnitude of the drag is the pressure differential times the areas on which they are acting. The last mechanism is the familiar Form Drag. It results from disturbing the flow. Any flow separation that occurs because of the cooling system is included in this term. This term is small for a well designed system, except when cowl flaps are used. In the cooling system, the only useful work done is engine cooling. This includes cooling the engine itself, the oil, the induction air (intercooler) and engine accessories. In the interest of simplicity, only engine cooling will be considered here, but the principals are the same for all components. The energy required to cool the engine is fixed by the engine design. A specific airflow rate is required to cool the engine at a given flight condition. It is important to note that this is the rate of air mass flowing through the engine per second. The mass flow required to cool the engine is independent of altitude. As a result, as the operating altitude increases, the volumetric flow rate required increases. The required air mass flow rate will be produced by providing a certain pressure differential across the engine. The power required is a function of the mass flow and pressure differential. The fact that the actual engine cooling only requires 2 to 4% of the engine power2 should get a designer's attention. In many cases a great deal of the cooling system drag can be eliminated without compromising engine cooling performance. The importance of an efficient diffuser cannot be overemphasized. Research has shown3 again4 and again5 that the design of the inlet and diffuser essentially controls the performance of the cooling system. And yet the typical
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airplane today (homebuilt or production) has what amounts to an aerodynamic "hole". A quick review of the more efficient designs will show a great deal of attention is paid to this detail by those interested in maximum performance. SPORT AVIATION 59



The job of the diffuser is relatively simple. It conducts the needed airflow to the high pressure plenum (usually the upper side of the engine) with a minimum of energy loss. It slows down the high velocity flow at the inlet and converts dynamic pressure into static pressure in the plenum. As we shall see, these tasks are not as easy as they sound. A schematic of a typical inlet/diffuser/plenum combination is shown in Figure 2. This second in a series of articles on cooling system design deals with the problems of diffuser design. Unlike the first article, it cannot be presented without equations. Fortunately, there are only a few of them we must be concerned with at this point.
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The information presented in this article is intended to provide insight into the design of the cooling system. All charts and graphs illustrate trends only, and are not to be used in any design calculations.
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The first equation is an expression of continuity for an incompressible fluid. The same mass of air enters and leaves the diffuser. Since air is considered incompressible at the speeds we are dealing with, and we are not adding heat yet, the volumetric flow rates do not change. If 10 ft.3/s enter, 10 ft/Vs leave. This is expressed mathematically as: Velocity (ft./s) x Area (ft.2) = constant (ft.3/s). As a result, when the diffuser area increases going downstream, the flow velocity decreases. The second basic equation is Bernoulli's. This is one of the classics in aerodynamic theory. Simply put it says: P + q = P, (a constant). The static pressure (P) at any point plus the dynamic pressure (q) at the same point is a constant: the total pressure (P,). The dynamic pressure is basically the "Kinetic Energy" of the flow. Just as in mechanics, it is one-half the product of mass (density in our case) and velocity squared. In the "ideal" flow of this equation, reducing the velocity by half will decrease the dynamic pressure by 75%. Since the total pressure is constant, the static pressure is increased by the same amount that the dynamic pressure is reduced. It has been said that the aerodynamicist assumes everything but the responsibility. As is often the case, the assumptions behind these equations are as important as the equations themselves. Among these are no viscosity, and a requirement that the flow be continuous (no sudden changes in cross
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and the limitations of the physical size of the cowling. The performance of the diffuser depends on a number of variables: the areas at the beginning and end of the duct, A1 and A2; the length of the duct, L; and the size at the inlet to the duct, h. The ESDU reports of references 9, 10 and 11 present a number of contour plots relating these parameters to diffuser efficiency (TI). A chart typical of these is shown in Figure 4. It does not represent any specific geometry (annular, rectangular, 3 dimensional, etc.) but is included to show basic trends. Reference 6 also presents diffuser efficiency in terms of an "equivalent conical angle of expansion." This is an approximate relation that equates an arbitrary diffuser to one with a conical cross section with the same initial and final areas, as well as the same length. The efficiency (TI) is calculated from a modification to the "Borda-Carnot" equation:



Figure 5 sectional area). These assumptions do not hold well in the design of a real diffuser. There are numerous implications to these 2 equations. The most important is that the increasing area in the diffuser both slows the flow, and increases its static pressure. While this increasing pressure is what we want, it is one of the things that airflow least likes to experience. No fluid likes to flow into an area of higher pressure, and it will do so only under protest. The form of this protest is Boundary Layer Separation. The viscosity present in a real fluid causes a layer of slow moving, low energy air to form on all surfaces. This Boundary Layer connects the air molecules governed by Bernoulli's equation with those "stuck" to the diffuser wall. With the separation of the boundary layer comes a rapid loss in the efficiency of the diffuser. The faster the diffuser expands, the worse this problem becomes. A generally accepted "Rule of Thumb" is an internal angle (6 in Figure 2) of 6 degrees or less will provide little flow separation6. This angle varies greatly with diffuser geometry (square, circular, elliptical) and with the type of expansion (2 or 3 dimensional). Some NACA experimenters had success with angles up to 15 degrees when the diffuser is followed immediately by a restriction7. This can be very useful in the design of ducts to oil coolers and intercoolers, but does not apply to the diffuser/plenum arrangement required



by the horizontally opposed engine. Sudden changes in area have a dras-



tic effect on the applicability of Bernoulli's equation. Whenever there is a sudden increase in area (a step), the constant relationship no longer holds and most of the energy contained in the dynamic pressure is lost8. The transition between the diffuser and upper plenum is usually such a step. For the flow conditions we are concerned with, the loss in pressure is well represented by the "Borda-Carnot" relation: K, =



P,2-P,3



This equation relates the loss in total pressure to the ratio of the areas in the sudden expansion. In this equation A2 is the area at the end of the diffuser, A3 is the cross sectional area of the plenum. K, is defined as the loss in Total Pressure (P,) divided by the dynamic pressure (q) at the end of the duct. This relation is shown in Figure 3. A K, of 1 indicates all the energy in the dynamic pressure is lost. This is found with an area ratio of O, which occurs only with an infinitely large plenum. Since the useful angle of the diffuser is limited, the only way to increase the exit area is to increase the length of the diffuser. The longer the diffuser the



higher the area ratio (A2/A3) will be, and the less this loss will effect the design. Most "hole" type inlets have area ratios in the range of 0.2 to 0.3, while the addition of a diffuser increases this ratio to 0.5 or more. The designer must weigh the tradeoff between the increases in the total pressure possible with a longer diffuser and the losses due to increased friction



The constant K is shown in Figure 5. The equivalent angle of expansion is calculated from:



20 = 2 x arctan / d2-d1 where the equivalent diameters d1 and d2 are calculated from: d=
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In general, the physical limitations will be reached before the maximum efficiency is realized, and the actual diffuser efficiency will be in the vicinity of 50%. That is, a total of 50% of the energy available from the dynamic pressure at the inlet to the diffuser will be converted into static pressure in the upper plenum. Flight test data presented in reference 5 shows the pressure in the upper plenum to be around 80% of the free stream dynamic pressure. This gain in efficiency is not due to magic, but is a result of the external flow induced by the inlet design. This will be the subject of our next article.
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The Double Eagle (Continued from Page 47)



used as the source of heat, and a small electric fan from a hood above a kitchen stove circulated the air inside to avoid hot spots. The use of wood for this purpose is practical, because the kindling temperature of most woods is around 400 degrees F, while Plexiglas goes soft at about 350 degrees F. In doing this it quickly became evident that it takes a lot of insulation and hours of heating to reach a 350 degree F temperature in the box with only 15 cubic feet of volume, even on a hot day in California. One final word about forming Plexiglas is that, after the parts are formed, the parts and the oven should be permitted to cool down together before opening the oven. Otherwise one runs the risk of having distortions creep into the part when relatively cool air strikes one surface of the part while the other face is still in contact with a hot form block. Another extensive fixture I made was the one used for assembling the firewall - the toe boxes on the firewall and the nosewheel well. When riveting a monocoque structure of .016 inch thick stainless steel, it's pretty easy to end up with a distorted assembly if the individual pieces are not held firmly in place while riveting. When working with stainless steel it is also almost mandatory to provide for means to punch the rivet holes, because of the difficulty experienced in drilling stainless steel. Incidentally, I have talked to a number of builders who were not aware of the availability of cobalt drills for drilling in stainless steel. When punching is not possible, cobalt drills are the answer. Now back to the fixture. It was a six foot high plywood structure clamped and indexed to key points on the fuselage to insure alignment of the assembly. It turned out fine, but it took longer to build the holding fixture than to make the firewall subassembly. Since this part of the structure also involved the nose wheel cross beam support (this is aluminum), a number of critical dimensions had to be held quite accurately. People build their own airplanes for many reasons, and quite often it is because they just like to build airplanes. This was my reason, plus my dream to have a certain kind of airplane. I enjoyed the challenge of designing, building and then flying my own creation. In traveling this road, new avenues of knowledge had to be explored and used. For example, prior to this project I hadn't even opened a can of laminating resin, but now I can point to a number of fiberglass parts I made for the airplane. Solving problems has al-



ways been a satisfying human activity, and developing an airplane provides many opportunities for this kind of satisfaction. Isn't this really the stuff that makes do-it-yourselfers tick, especially when the end result is a success? I have been asked many times if I have any intentions of selling plans or making kits available for building the Double Eagle. My reply is: If a design is developed purely as a hobby, it quite likely will not observe the disciplines required during the development to be in a position to offer plans when the airplane is completed. This is the situation with the Double Eagle. Even if this were not the case, it's unlikely that any more than an extremely small number of builders would be interested in duplicating my airplane. The flight photos shown in this article were taken by Craig Hanson. His father, Paul, flying his Tailwind, provided the camera plane. About the Designer



When he was 9 or 10 years old, Frank Wozniak was given his first airplane ride by a barnstormer - the year was 1925 or 1926. As time passed, he recalled enough about that ride to conclude that the airplane had to be a Standard biplane. Regardless of that detail, he was hooked on airplanes from that experience. Later, when he learned about a magazine called AERO DIGEST, each new issue became the biggest event of the month. In time it became clear that everything about the design of aircraft was very interesting to him. Eventually this led to his graduation in 1939 from the University of Detroit with a degree in aeronautical engineering. He started his engineering career at Stinson Aircraft in Wayne, Ml. Later, when Vultee Aircraft bought Stinson, he moved to the Vultee plant in Nashville, TN, later transferring to the Vultee plant in Downey, CA. Then with the conclusion of WW-II, Vultee merged with Consolidated Aircraft, and he moved to San Diego. Eventually, the San Diego establishment became known as it is today the Convair Division of General Dynamics. During the 37 years from Stinson to Convair, Frank's engineering talents were applied to many projects - the O49 (L-1), AT-19, L-5, BT-13, XA-41, XP-



81, XF-92A, F-102, and the Lark, Terrier and Atlas/Centaur missiles. Finally, as retirement neared, Frank dreamed of going through an airplane design and construction, "from empty paper to first flight", as a one man project. The Double Eagle is the result of that dream. First flight was on January 26, 1988.
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